
Quarter 2 Week 1 Vocabulary

	 

What is copyright?

1)  Copyright - the legal right to use a film or any other artistic or musical material, and 
to authorize others to do the same.


- If you are selling or making money from a video, there are certain rules as to what 
you are allowed to use and what you are not. Anything not created of filmed by 
yourself likely falls into copyright.


2) Royalties - The money paid to someone when asking to use their copyrighted 
material

- Just like how using someone else paper or research and not giving credit to them is 

plagiarism, using someone else’s music, video, or pictures without their permission 
will result in a copyright violation. 


- The only time you do not need to credit the owner of a piece of video or audio when 
making a project when when it falls under “Public Domain”.


-
3) Public Domain is something that can be used by anyone for any purpose without 
having to pay royalties


- Examples include “happy birthday” & “Take me out to the ball game”


Summary - Anything that you create on you own, without using outside resources is 
owned by you. Anything that borrows or outright steals from an outside source falls 
under copyright law.


- A Picture of Colonel Sanders you got off of a KFC commercial (Copyright)

- A Picture of Colonel Sanders you took in real life (Free use)

- Music you downloaded off the internet (Copyright)

- You singing a cover of a Katy Perry Song (Copyright)

- You singing an original song that you wrote (Free use)

- You making a new original song by remixing someone else’s music (Copyright)

- A video you shot of your brothers birthday (Free use)

- A video of a TV Show you like (Copyright)


Text 

4) Rolling Text - text that moves vertically across a screen (eg. Ending credits in a 
movie)

5) Crawling Text -  text that moves across a screen horizontally. (eg. Score updates on 
ESPN,  News updates on CNN)

6) Font - The style of text used in a graphic

7) Stroke - an outline placed on a piece of text

8)Opacity - The transparency of a piece of footage



